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1. Let Bn be a sequence of unit balls that cover Rd. Then

ż

Rd

|fk| ď
8
ÿ

n“1

ż

Bn

|fk| “
8
ÿ

n“1

ż 8

0

|tx P Bn : |fk| ą λu|dλ (0.1)

Let gnk pλq :“ |tx P Bn : |fk| ą λu|. Use Chebychev, L2 boundedness, and dominated
convergence in L1p0,8q to obtain the result.

2. There is an easy way to do this problem if you know the fact that convergence in measure
is metrizable. In this case, let fkngkn be an arbitrary subsequence of fkgk. Then taking
further subsequences, we can insure that fnk

gnk
Ñ fg pointwise a.e. Since pointwise a.e.

implies convergence in measure on finite measure spaces, we see that fnk
gnk

Ñ fg in mea-
sure. Then applying the sub-subsequence lemma for metric spaces proves it.

3. Use the sub-subsequence lemma to L1pRq and the fact that convergence in measure implies
there exists a subsequence which converges pointwise. Conclude with Lebesgue dominated
convergence.

4. Use the layer cake formula for the Lp norm, Chebychev to obtain a bound on the measure
of the superlevel sets, and dominated convergence on L1p0,8q.

5. You may assume that H has a first derivative everywhere and Hp0q “ 0 (these problems
often test how well you can impose your own conditions). Then note that for each x we
have

Hpfpxqq “

ż fpxq

0

H 1ptqdt. (0.2)

Conclude by Fubini and the layer cake formula.

6. Generalized Minkowski.

7. Use Fubini to compare the integral of f over two squares Q1, Q2 which are translates of
each other. Conclude by Lebesgue differentiation theorem.
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8. ???

9. Part paq comes from Hölder’s inequality. Part pbq comes from the layer cake formula for
Lq norms.

10. Check that fpxq :“ |x|´1{p P LpweakpRq. Check that for any simple function hpxq :“ c1A
with 0 ă c ă 8 and 0 P A ĂĂ R, we have

|tx P R : |fpxq ´ hpxq| ě λu| ě |AXBpc`λq´pp0q| & pc` λq´p. (0.3)

where the last approximation follows from Bpc`λq´pp0q Ă A for A open and λ large enough.
Use this to show that Nppf ´ hq ě 1. Conclude the proof by contradiction.

11. Use the same reasoning as in the previous problem. In other words, estimate a lower bound
for Nppf ´ hq for any h P C8c pRnq.
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